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N Symbols 

 
Nail - symbol of Jesus crucified. 

Naked / Nude (ark) - naked or primal truth; no facade or pretense.    

Navel - to see the navel in a dream symbolizes that one is researching old Egyptian secrets 

pertaining to the care of the dead, and that one is researching the lower solar-plexus levels of 

memories of the darkened side of ritual; also denotes the connective processes between mother 

and child.  The navel is the center of the solar plexus.  The solar plexus element is plasma.  It is 

the center for the primal brain where one sees instinctively.  Negatively, the navel or solar-plexus 

center is the symbol for greed.  The positive use for the solar plexus is pure primordial sight, 

giving healing and vitality to the four bodies. 

Neck (arched) - to dream of a swanlike or arched neck indicates that the person has certain 

passive tendencies and floats with the current of life rather than swims with it. 

Neck (back of) - to see the back of the neck in a dream means that one should pay attention to 

hidden or unmonitored thoughts. 

Neck (broken) - a symbol that one is in danger of losing his mental poise; also means karma of 

past-life betrayals of the light. 

Neck (corded with muscles) - is a symbol of brute force, impenetrableness. 

Neck (falling back in surrender) - receptivity. 

Neck (touch of force) - a touch of force or anger upon the neck is a symbol that one is being 

subjected to inverted astral attacks. 

Necklace - a symbol of spiritual royalty; also, a symbol of rare spiritual powers. A necklace or a 

pendant in a dream always indicates a devotee. 

Necklace (diamond) (ark) - spiritual initiation of a devotee with rare spiritual powers in 

balancing cosmic energy. 

Necklace (jeweled) (ark) - one has rare spiritual powers in balancing cosmic energy. 

Nectarine - fruits grafted by man, such as the grapefruit and nectarine, are used as symbols in 

dreams to indicate that one has removed himself from the first source of original ideas and is 

being mentally divided by counter idea-streams. 

Needle - symbol of eyebrow center.  To go through the eye of a needle in a dream indicates that 

one has successfully released himself from the physical body to night-flight.  To dream of the 
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needle as sharp and piercing indicates that one should guard his tongue and his words; also, to 

mend one’s ways. 

Neptune Green - signifies a will initiation.  A pure healing flame of greenish fire seen in the aura 

of a Neptune (Pisces) initiate.  The Neptunian fire is a healing, cauterizing, purifying fire.ii This 

color may also be seen in dreams when one is preparing to be initiated under the planet Neptune. 

All spiritual healing and instruction are reinforced by the cosmic colors.  One’s etheric body and 

higher emotions become receptacles of cosmic light, vibration and color.  From this they become 

a daytime channel and presence of healing love.  When Neptune is in a fire sign as in Leo, Aries, 

or Sagittarius, the colors experienced in initiation are lettuce-green and magenta.   

Neptune Green (in earth sign of Capricorn) - produces organization of a rare and unique order. 

Neptune Green (in fire sign of Leo) (ark) - purifies the heart for the ethical use of power. 

Neptune Green (in fire sign of Sagittarius) - produces initiations purifying and overcoming the 

fantasy and restlessness of the mind. 

Nerves (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, cells, veins, arteries, muscles, glands, 

organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Net (fisherman’s net) (ark) - a fisherman for the Christ. 

Net (gold mosquito net) (ark) - protection through the soul’s power, grace and memory from 

astral, negative thoughts devitalizing the initiative. 

Newspaper - some form of public attention is to be focused upon the dreamer, or the dreamer 

should alert himself to an event of public concern.  A newspaper is always used as a means of 

prophesying in dreams.  One should ask that his Guardian Angel read to him what has flashed 

across the screen of his dream consciousness. 

Nightgown - higher etheric body. 

Nightgown (white) (ark) - pure higher etheric body. 

Nighttime - sleeping consciousness, the daytime of the soul (the sun of the ego). One is 

unhindered by the superimposed consciousness of daytime collective thinking and conceptual 

thought processes. 

Noodles - Chinese memory. 

Nose or Nostrils - an open corridor to the breath of life sent forth from the soul.  When one 

dreams of the nose or nostrils, he is being shown something related to his life-sustaining 

attributes.   
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Nose (breathing through nostrils) - in a dream indicates that one is being initiated into the 

prototypal breath whereby he may learn charity and tolerance for the races; he also may be 

researching the soul-currents affecting the mind and body; and mastering the lunar and solar fire 

sustaining his ego and soul’s action. 

Nose (broken) - warning that one has crossed the boundaries of safety in his desire to know more 

than he is capable of assimilating. 

Nose (clearing or sneezing) - if one dreams that he is clearing his nose or sneezing, it indicates 

that he has stepped into inverted currents of the astral world, and thus has opened himself to 

dangers of attack from the dark. 

Nose (growth on) - symbolizes that one has assumed self-appointed honors which he has yet to 

earn. 

Nose (size and shape) - symbolize ancestral inheritance. (See Watch Your Dreams, p. 294 for 

more): 

• Bulbous - symbolizes dissipation and vice. 

• Blackheads on nostrils (ark) - ancestral pitfalls related to one’s life-sustaining attributes. 

• Classic - indicates purity. 

• Large and bridged nose - indicates that he has touched an ancestral memory revealing 

mountainous origins. 

• No distinctive characteristics - indicates that one is in some manner overcurious as to the 

affairs of others. 

• Sharply pointed - indicates that one has acquisitive ancestral inheritance. 

• Turned Up - symbolic of greediness, love of sensuous things; also, the symbol of 

irresponsibility. 

Nose (smells repugnant odor) - the symbol of scandal with unpleasant results. 

Nose (smells sweet fragrance or perfume) - symbol that one has touched the Holy Presences of 

heaven and is being healed through the ministering fragrances of the saints. 

Nose (smells sensuous perfume) - in a dream this symbolizes that one is being astrally exposed 

to adulterous levels of sensuality, or one may have opened one side of the pituitary portal of 

psychic sensitivity. 

Nose (surgery on) - symbolizes that one is undergoing a correction for inquisitiveness, curiosity, 

intrusiveness. 
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Nostrils (constellation ecstasy) - when both nostrils receive constellation ecstasy (etheric touch) 

simultaneously from the Guardian Angel, it is the symbol confirming an approaching blessing. 

Nostril (etheric touch on left) - one’s Guardian Angel is warning him that his intuitional sense of 

direction is faulty.  He is being advised by his Guardian Angel to analyze the prudence of his 

thought, motive and action. 

Nostril (etheric touch on right) - one is being told by his Guardian Angel to go ahead; this is a 

“green light” signal from the higher worlds. 

Nostrils (intense itching) - when one has intense itching of the nostrils, giving off a feeling of 

pleasant anticipation at the lower tip of one’s nose, one is being alerted as to an approaching 

event which in some manner has an important bearing upon his spiritual life. 

Nostril (left opening) - when one has a tendency to be timorous or subjective, his left nostril 

opening is smaller than the right nostril opening. 

Nostril (right opening) - when one has a larger right nostril opening, he is more positive as to his 

will and initiative. 

Nostrils (wide, flaring, quivering) - symbolize passion, hatred, force, anarchy. 

Nudity (ark) - naked truth; no façade or pretense. 

Numbers (double) (dc) - makes you impenetrable; sealed off person; untouchable. 

Numbers (many) (dc) - numbers are one’s fate. 

Numbers (missing) (dc) - numbers are one’s destiny. 

Nun or Monk - a symbol of renunciation or adoration.   

Nun or Monk (to see oneself as) - when one sees himself as a monk or nun in a dream 

experience, it means that he has had a cloistered life in a former life.  After this dream-vision one 

can enter into depths of self-understanding as to why he has healthy or unhealthy attitudes 

toward religion, sex, or sharing.  If he has failed to fulfill his vows, he will be rebellious in one of 

these areas.  If he has been truly devout, he will unite with these powers in the present life.   

Nurse (ark) - represents receiving assistance for healing. 

Nurse (pregnant) (ark) - one is receiving assistance in giving birth to selfless desire. 

Nursery (garden) (ark) - preparing the harvest of the spiritual life. 

Nuts - all nuts contain etheric mineral fire healing to the mind. Nuts in a dream symbolize 

mineral fire needed for bones, cells, brain. 

Nylons (beige) (ark) - neutral thoughts. 
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Nylons (black) (ark) - <negative, secret thoughts: ^accentuated thoughts. 

Nylons (gray) - depressed thoughts due to non-use of will. 

Nylons (white lace) (ark) - pure spiritual thoughts. 

Nylons (tan) ark - uncertain, hypersensitive thoughts. 

 


